After the graduation of  KSTU specialty "Mineral processing" Murat Erbolatovich Buribaev worked since 2011 as a master of Nurkazgan mine. Since 2012 head of the main building and since 2015 the director of "Nurkazgan" mine. During the work showed himself as a qualificated person with good theoretical knowledge gained during the studing at the University. Also he became a good leader who knows how to work with people, sociable, creative, with excellent knowledge.
General Director of DIC LLP
"Kazakhmys Corporation"
Arinov A.K.


After the graduation of  KSTU specialty "Mineral processing" has been working in LLP «Silicon mining» as deputy director since 2015. He made every effort to benefit the company. Good experience and high knowledge gained in KSTU  helped in work.
Director M. Syrttanbekov


After the graduation of the Karaganda State Technical University  specialty "Mineral processing " Momynbekov Arman Dauletovich works  in Chemistry - Metallurgical Institute. He started as a laboratory assistant of the 2-nd category. Currently he works as an engineer of the first category. In his professional activity Arman uses a deep theoretical knowledge gained at the university, and practical knowledge gained in Chemistry - Metallurgical Institute named by J. Abishev.  We are proud by this achievements!

Head of the Laboratory Processing of Metals
Prof. A.A.Muhtar


After the graduation of the Karaganda State Technical University specialty "Mineral processing" has been working in the Chemicals - Iron and Steel Institute named by J. Abishev in the preparation laboratory of ore since 2010. During the work proved to be a competent expert in the research work and showed the theoretical knowledge gained at university while working for the enrichment of mineral raw materials. The knowledge gained in KSTU successfully applied to perform theoretical and practical work.

Head of laboratory Ph.D., Associate Professor G.L. Katkeeva


After the graduation of the Karaganda State Technical University  specialty "Chemical technology of organic substances" Dosmagambetova Aynur Zhanatovna works as a laboratory chemical analysis in the field in LLP «ALS KazLab» since February 2015. During the work showed herself as a good worker. Her work is always carried out in time in every situations, always in a high level. She has good skills. Active, good professional and with career growth!
Head IL "Pystynnoe" Bekturganova M.D.


I Kuldoshina Anastasia, graduated from the Karaganda State Technical University on a specialty "Biotechnology". The learning process was very interesting, sometimes difficult, but thanks to the teachers, I was able to do every tasks. At the University I received a large amount of knowledge, with the result - diploma with honors. With this knowledge I was able to show myselves and finally got a chance to find a job in my field.
At this moment I work in the Karaganda pharmaceutical complex in positions biochemist. It is valuable that many of the knowledge I gained at the KSTU. For me, the whole process of learning -  is  the highlights of my life. I was very lucky with my group BT-10-2, the guys were friendly. I want to express my respect to the entire teaching staff, especially our curator Ivleva Larisa Pavlovna.


 The Karaganda State Technical University  -    high level of knowledge and the innovative education! The main speciality for me and my company is ecology.  The most important is not afraid of difficulties, spread the knowledge and work. And the most importantly, that all who graduated from the KSTU working in good company and in our too. They know how correctly use technical literature and find the answers they need.
Deputy Director for Production
LLP "EKOEKSPERT"
Vladimir Matonin


Visiting Karaganda State Technical University (KSTU) each time the wonder wealth of Kazakh land. After all, it is not only generous in minerals, grain, industrial power. Its main wealth - a talented people and the educational space, which is created by them in the Republic of Kazakhstan, including the KSTU.
Karaganda State Technical University is considered as one of the leading scientific and educational centers of higher technical schools of the republic, which is famous for the preparation of highly qualified specialists in many fields of knowledge. And, as any leading university, KSTU has its own corporate identity, certainly celebrated guests of the university: all university units work well as a single mechanism, the institution is clearly focused on the realities of modern educational and industrial market and provides its graduates with the knowledge demanded. Students KSTU every time pleasantly surprise us with their politeness and good breeding, which immediately catches the eye visitors university.
KSTU is rightly proud of the achievements in the field of education and research, as well as graduates - recognized leaders in science and education.
Your team successfully and creatively not only performs tasks assigned to it the noble and responsible task of graduates, but also is a great research work in collaboration with a number of academic and industrial partners, and that especially nice - closely and productively cooperates with scientific and educational complex of Tomsk, in particular with the National Research Tomsk Polytechnic University and the National Research Tomsk State University.
We are confident that the tradition established at the university will continue for years to come, which greatly contributes to the presence of the university of advanced training, research and social structures as the Corporate University, councils of elders, the student movement "Ak Orda", which are absent in other universities. These features KSTU is not only an ornament of the universit image and are the perfect launching pad for new achievements.
We sincerely wish you new brilliant ideas and successful implementation of the initiatives, moving forward, preserving and increasing accumulated unique experience, optimistic, talented and dedicated students.
We wish you and your colleagues health and success, luck and the implementation of all plans and fruitful development and prosperity of the university!
 Bakibayev AA, professor RI TSU
Slepchenko .G.B., professor RI TPU
Akhmedzhanov RR, professor RI TPU


Study in KSTU is interesting, high-tech and professional! I am very pleased to get master's degree in specialty ChTOS in one of the best universities of Kazakhstan.
Ayash Gauhar
Master student gr. ChTOS -15-1


